This paper proposes a micro-code based Programmable Memory BIST (PMBIST) architecture that can support various kinds of test algorithms. The proposed Non-linear PMBIST (NPMBIST) guarantees high flexibility and high fault coverage using not only March algorithms but also non-linear algorithms such as Walking and Galloping. This NPMBIST has an optimized hardware overhead, since algorithms can be implemented with the minimum bits by the optimized instructions. Finally, various and complex algorithms can be run thanks to its support of multi-loop.
Introduction
Diverse cores are being systemized on chips due to the recent technical development of semiconductor process and design. As the weight of embedded memory within aggregate Systems-On-Chips (SoC) gradually increases to 80-90% of the number of total transistors, the importance of testing embedded memory in SoC increases. The most prevalent method for testing embedded memory is the Memory Built-In Self-Test (BIST) [1] .
The Memory BIST method has advantages in that the complexity of testing whole systems decreases remarkably because self-tests are performed for each module. Moreover, it can conduct tests quickly without utilizing expensive external test equipment. At the same time, however, the Memory BIST has disadvantages such as low flexibility and limited fault coverage, because it only supports limited test algorithms. Flexibility has improved somewhat in the Programmable Memory BIST (PMBIST) method because PM-BIST supports numerous March test algorithms to complement the shortcomings of the Memory BIST method. However, PMBIST also has the disadvantages of limited fault coverage and high hardware overhead. Figure 1 shows the hardware overhead ratio for each of the PMBIST components. It was found that the instruction memory and the address generator hold 68% of the entire hardware overhead of the PMBIST.
This paper proposes a Non-linear PMBIST (NPM-BIST) architecture applicable to diverse test algorithms for the efficient testing of various embedded memories. It is difficult to test the memories embedded in highly integrated system semiconductors using only established March algorithms. Therefore, efficient testing can be implemented only if pertinent test algorithms are applicable according to the architecture design and memory usage. The proposed NPM-BIST architecture can support March test algorithms, which are widely used, and non-linear test algorithms (Diagonal, Galloping, etc.). Furthermore, the proposed architecture can embed numerous test algorithms. Therefore, the flexibility, fault coverage, and credibility of embedded memories can be enhanced, because users can choose pertinent test algorithms and perform tests. On top of that, the most optimized instruction architecture is proposed to minimize the size of the instruction memory, which occupies 38% of the hardware overhead of the PMBIST. Furthermore, the hardware overhead is minimized by suggesting the address generator that enables multi-loop and variable counting.
Pattern Instruction Architecture
The proposed NPMBIST retains the BIST architecture of the micro-code that supports diverse test algorithms. The NPMBIST supports not only all the March test algorithms such as MATS+, March C−, March X, March A, March LR, and March SS, but also non-linear test algorithms such as Walking, Galloping, Diagonal, and Butterfly. This proposed NPMBIST suggests an effective architecture of pattern generation instruction that supports all kinds of algorithms.
The proposed NPMBIST saves test algorithms in the form of instructions in the internal instruction memory, and implements algorithms using saved pattern generation instructions. To implement algorithms, the size of the pattern generation instruction is defined as 9 bits. rithms with the minimum number of bits. The pattern generation instruction supports multi-loop to implement nonlinear algorithms. The brief architecture of the pattern generation instruction is as follows.
The "Hold/Increment" field of Inst[8:7] directs the operation phase of the pattern generation instruction to implement algorithms. 'hold' lets the current pattern generation instruction maintain its phase, and 'increment' tells it to perform the next pattern generation instruction. Next, 'branch' tells the current pattern generation instruction to jump to the assigned pattern generation instruction. The branch operation of the pattern generation instruction takes the instruction address of the branch register. The "Address Up/Down" field of Inst Pattern generation instruction is composed of one instruction per each march element of the March algorithm. For instance, a March operation composed of three march elements like ⇑ (r1,w0,r0) can be materialized as three pattern generation instructions. Therefore, the March C− algorithm can be materialized as ten pattern generation instructions, and the Galloping algorithm is materialized as twelve instructions.
NPMBIST Architecture
The proposed NPMBIST architecture supports March algorithms as well as non-linear algorithms. The NPMBIST can contain up to eight desirable algorithms, and its architecture makes tests with specific algorithms possible. Specifically, NPMBIST deals with diverse faults thanks to its numerous algorithms, and therefore has high fault coverage. Further- more, users can minimize the time required for tests because they can choose the necessary algorithms.
The proposed NPMBIST architecture consists of instruction memory, instruction counter, decoder, control signal generator, data generator, address generator, and response analyzer. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed NPMBIST. To explain each block of the NPM-BIST, the instruction memory saves the instruction of each test algorithm materialized as a proposed pattern generation instruction. The instruction counter directs the instruction memory to choose a saved pattern generation instruction, and the decoder decodes the instruction generated by the instruction memory. The control signal generator generates control signals put into the memory, and the data generator generates test patterns put into the memory. The address generator generates addresses put into the memory, and the response analyzer compares the results of tests and evaluates the existence of defects. Finally, the BIST controller receives test algorithms from users and controls the operation of the NPMBIST on the whole. The NPMBIST supports 2-level nested loop to implement non-linear test algorithms. The address generator is composed of two counters to support 2-level nested loop. Since the address generator can generate complex patterns, it can generate various addresses. Like Butterfly algorithm, it effectively generates the pattern that tests victim cells, increasing the address by 1 or 2 to the up-down and the leftright side of the aggressor cell. Figure 3 shows the address generator that supports 2-level nested loop. The address generator of Fig. 3 is composed of two counters and three multiplexers, and counting is implemented by using the counter outputs of each. Furthermore, various address values can be generated because the unit of count varies from one to three. The proposed address generator can support various algorithms, so complex patterns can be generated.
The proposed NPMBIST deals with diverse faults thanks to its numerous algorithms, and therefore has high fault coverage and high flexibility. Furthermore, users can minimize the time required for testing because they can choose the necessary algorithms.
NPMBIST Implementation and Results
In this paper, the NPMBIST was designed to embed MATS+, March C−, March SS, and Galloping algorithms, in order to verify the architecture of NPMBIST. And this NPMBIST was fabricated in the form of a chip. The memory being tested has a 9-bit row address, a 4-bit column address, a 32-bit data word, and single port synchronous SRAM. We also performed a functional simulation using Modelsim by Mentor Graphics, and verified the synthesis of NPMBIST using Design Complier by Synopsys. Figure 4 shows the materialization of the Galloping algorithm with the proposed pattern generation instruction. The operations are explained briefly as follows. Instruction no.1 operates 'write 0' on all cells of the memory. Instruction no.2 writes '1' at the first address of the memory. Each of the instructions from no.3 to no.5 reads '0', '1', and '0' in sequence, increasing the addresses of the memory in a specific pattern. Instructions from no.3 to no.5 repeat the 'read' operation until the last address of the memory. Then, the branch operation moving from instruction no.5 to no.3 refers to the branch register value. After that, instruction no.6 writes '0' on the cell in which '1' is written at the operation of instruction no.2. Then, instruction no.2 operates. The instructions from no.2 to no.6 are repeated until the last address of counters A and B is generated. Then the instructions from no.7 to no.12 repeat the operations in reverse. Figure 5 shows a die photograph of the NPMBIST chip. The NPMBIST with the March algorithms and Galloping algorithm inside was fabricated in the form of a chip through the Samsung 0.35 µm process. The service voltage of NPMBIST ranges from −3.3 V to +3.3 V, and the maximum frequency is 300 MHz. Table 2 is the synthesis results of NPMBIST using a commercial synthesis tool (Design Complier by Synopsys). The process technology used for synthesis was the TSMC 0.13 µm library. The synthesis results of NPMBIST with four embedded algorithms (MATS+, March C−, March SS, and Galloping) indicates that the hardware overhead is 11,462 gates, and the maximum frequency is 300 MHz. The hardware overhead follows the standard of the 2-input nand gate. The synthesis result of NPMBIST that embeds only the March C+(14n) algorithm showed that the hardware overhead is 6,427 gates. The NPMBIST can embed a maximum of eight test algorithms, and the hardware overhead depends on the number of algorithms in the instruction memory. Table 3 shows a comparison between pre-proposed programmable memory with the BIST architecture and the proposed NPMBIST. The standards of comparison were supporting algorithms, instruction size, and instruction bits required to implement a traditional March 2(=March C+, 14n) algorithm. The area of the architecture were also compared. We have implemented the NPMBIST with the same March 2 algorithm, 16K × 16 memory size and 0.13 µm technology library for fair comparison with previous PMBISTs in Table 3 . The PMBIST in [2] and [3] only support March al- Table 3 Comparison with previous PMBIST. gorithms and requires many instruction bits when implementing March 2 algorithm. The PMBIST in [4] can support March algorithms and non-linear algorithms. However it cannot support multi-loop. It can only use the "special multi-cycle instructions" in order to support multi-loop. And the PMBIST in [5] supports March algorithms, nonlinear algorithms, and multi-loops, but requires lots of instruction bits when implementing March 2 algorithm, incurring defects of huge hardware overhead. This structure requires a lot of instruction bits, because it uses several instructions to support the multi-loop. The PMBIST in [4] supports only 2 loops but has small hardware overhead, while the PMBIST proposed in [5] supports multiloops but has huge hardware overhead. The area overhead of the PMBIST structure in [4] is about 7.0K gates. And the PMBIST in [5] contain diagnostic logic which is about 1.2K gates. Therefore, Table 3 shows the comparison result of subtracting 1.2K gates from the area overhead of the PMBIST structure in [5] . Additionally, the PMBISTs in [4] and [5] have dynamic loading circuits that load the instruction to the instruction memory. The proposed NPMBIST also includes the dynamic loading circuits that load the instruction from ATE to the NPMBIST. In these circuits, the instruction memory occupies the most part of the hardware overhead, whereas other control circuits contain very small hardware overhead. The proposed NPMBIST supports all March algorithms and non-linear algorithms. It retains address instructions that can implement all kinds of algorithms with a minimum number of bits and an address generator that supports multi-loop. Furthermore, the NPMBIST has an instruction size of 9 bits. The March 2 algorithm can be implemented with smaller instruction bits than previous architectures. Moreover, the hardware overhead of NPM-BIST is 6.4K, which is small in comparison to that of all the previous PMBIST.
Performance Evaluation
For the area overhead of PMBIST, the instruction memory and the address generator account for more than 38% and about 26%, respectively. The proposed NPMBIST minimized not only the size of instruction memory by the test algorithms through the optimum instruction structure, but also the area overhead by the architecture of the optimum address generator that supports multi-loop. Therefore, NPMBIST has the advantages of high flexibility, high fault coverage, and low area overhead.
Conclusions
The NPMBIST proposed in this paper supports March algorithms and non-linear algorithms, such as Walking and Galloping, and therefore has high flexibility and high fault coverage. This architecture has an optimum hardware overhead, since the implementation of algorithms is possible with a minimum of instruction bits. Also, through multi-loop, the NPMBIST architecture can support complex algorithms that contain unfixed data and address patterns.
